Basically, the analysis contains these important elements.
The method is a general maximum likelihood method in that it obtains a reference trajectory from the data and then perturbs the parameters, in this case, the six initial conditions, to produce a time history of the resulting changes in the trajectory, These differences can be viewed as a manifold of linearly independent functions of time. The data residuals are assumed to be members of this manifold and the components which give the proper corrections to the initial conditions are uniquely determined by maximization of a likelihood expression.
Section II gives a description of the techniques with a basically complete but simplified derivation of the maximum likelihood algorithms. Section III contains illustrations of the accuracy and fast convergence of the method with curves and tables of results from TRADEX radar data. An interesting study of how the trajectory initial conditions deteriorate as shorter data spans are used is given. Section IV contains some illustrative cases where, starting with elevation and range data without refraction corrections, the method obtains residuals which roughly agree with the normal values for refraction correction. Section V presents the conclusions from this study and suggests other areas for further investigations. An appendix gives a derivation of a refraction correction formula used in the data reduction.
II. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE
The technique will first be described in an abstract way and then the procedure used by the computational program will be outlined in simpler terms. In general, the equations of motion of the target are supposed to be known, except for a certain number of constants or parameters (P k ). In the case of the satellite problem, with the gravitational model uniquely defined, the only parameters are the six initial conditions; and, henceforth, we set k = 1,6. The analysis then proceeds along the following lines:
A reference trajectory is obtained from a set of zerothorder parameters (P k ). Any neighboring trajectory has its parameters incremented by a 6-component vector (x, ) , which is to be added to (P k ). The differences between a neighboring trajectory and the reference one, in the radar observables range r, elevation e, and azimuth a, are functions of time t.
Let (x, ) , n = 1,6, be six different increment vectors defined suck n'
cessively by the component arrays: (1,0,0,0,0,0), (0,1,0,0,0,0) (0,0,0,0,0,1). One then computes a set of eighteen (6 by 3) "influence functions", which represent the perturbations 6r (t), 6e (t), and 6a (t), n = 1,6, due to the unit vector increments in one of the six parameters. The perturbations corresponding to parameter increments given by the array (X, , X", X" ,X 4 , 6 Xc,X-) are then given by 6r(t) £ X 6r (t), in which the lineo o T n n n = 1 arity in the coefficients (X ) is a basic assumption for the maximum likelihood method. Any departure from linearity can be rectified by iteration. Similar expressions are defined for 6e(t) and 6a(t). The time series of radar data minus the reference trajectory gives the three data residuals 6R(t), 6E(t), and 6A(t).
The deviation Ar(t), defined as 6r(t) -6R(t), is still linear in (X ); similarly defined are Ae(t) and Aa(t Maximization of L(X ) yields a set of 6 normal equations to determine (X ). n
The procedure used in the computational program based on the analysis is as follows:
1.
A data set of N points is given along the trajectory.
A smaller set m of these points is fitted in r, e, and a with polynomials to obtain starting initial conditions.
2.
The equations of motion are integrated with these initial conditions to obtain a reference trajectory.
3. The six initial conditions are then perturbed one at a time and new trajectories are obtained. Differences in r(t), e(t), and a(t) are formed by subtracting the reference trajectory values from those of the perturbed trajectories. These differences are fitted with polynomials to form a polynomial coefficient matrix P(i,j,n). The subscript i from 1 to 3 refers to range, elevation, or azimuth, j refers to the degree of the polynomial up *The inclusion of doppler data deviations is straightforward but is not retained here for simplicity.
to a maximum of J, and n to the species of the perturbed initial condition. Fourth order polynomials are used for range residuals and second order polynomials for the angles. Table 1 , each exhibiting small RMS residuals.
A study was made to determine how constant the trajectory initial conditions remain as shorter data spans are used. An example was chosen which appeared to be an average case. First, 290 seconds of data (1 point per second) were used and the initial conditions obtained for this trajectory are given in Table 2 .
The velocity components given are a standard rectangular set. Table 3 contains the velocity differences for 3 other cases using
•The UHF analog doppler data is just shown for illustration; it was not used in the likelihood expression. The sporadic noise component was due to equipment problems and has been eliminated.
shorter data spans. These velocity differences, which can be interpreted as errors in the initial velocity estimates, increase monotonically as the data span is shortened, becoming worst for the 50-second case. On the other hand, Table 4 We shall use the iteration history of the changes in the initial velocity for two cases to illustrate some remarks about the speed of convergence and the special velocity coordinate system mentioned previously. Table 5 Table 5 is one for which a large component of the initial velocity is in the range rate direction, and this tends to simplify the determination of the initial velocity. In Table 6 , a case is shown for which the initial range rate is a very small component of the initial velocity. In this case, the procedure needed three iterations for convergence but again the largest corrections were in the velocity components orthogonal to the range rate velocity. For further illustration, the second and third iteration trajectories of this last case will be given to
show how sensitive the range fit is to velocity errors. Figure 7 contains the range residuals after the second iteration and Figure 8 , the residuals after the third iteration. The additional velocity correction introduced after the second iteration is only about 1.5 feet per second; yet this change accounts for the difference in the two fits. The RMS residual values for the two cases are given in Table 7 . The determination of the initial velocity to an accuracy of one foot per second implies a very high accuracy in determining the initial angle rates. Since angle rate is not a measured quantity, ordinary angle smoothing methods could not derive these rates with an accuracy comparable to the global fitting technique used here.
IV. REFRACTION CORRECTION ANALYSIS
Consideration was given to ascertaining the importance of applying refraction corrections to elevation data, especially at low angles. An attempt was made to determine if the refraction corrections could be obtained as residuals from an analysis of uncorrected data. The results of this effort were quite satisfactory. Shown in Figure 9 are the elevation residuals obtained from uncorrected data in a case which contained low elevation angles. In the same figure, tabulated refraction corrections are plotted, and these values essentially agree with the residual curves. Additional results are shown in Figure 10 from another satellite track. For the cases analyzed which began at low elevation, it was found necessary to start the integration from a high elevation to obtain satisfactory convergence. This fact coupled with the residuals obtained when no refraction corrections are applied point out the necessity for applying refraction corrections to radar data to obtain accurate trajectories.
A set of closed formulas for refraction correction was derived for the elevation data. The essentials of the derivation are contained in the appendix. The numerical results agree with the tabulated values.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

1.
A technique to obtain accurate maximum likelihood trajectories has been developed and applied to radar satellite data with excellent results. 
3.
The best initial conditions, especially in velocity, are obtained after a number of iterations to determine the corrections to these conditions. In practice, one to three iterations were found to be necessary for convergence, and this depended on whether the target was initially approaching head-on (faster convergence) or in a broadside orientation (slower).
4.
The repeated iterations essentially obtain corrections to the two velocity components perpendicular to the range rate velocity. The magnitudes of these components can be of the order of hundreds of feet/second in the first iteration down to one foot/second on the final iteration.
5.
It is essential to apply the refraction corrections to elevation angle data in cases of low elevation angles. In addition, if the target appears first at low elevation, it is found necessary to start the integration from the high elevation angle end to obtain reasonable convergence.
This study and the availability of the related computational program presents a number of possible extensions. One area of study would be to extend the trajectory to the next pass of the satellite and compare it with actual radar observations. Such a comparison would be extremely informative and is currently being developed.
The permissible approximation of the 18 influence functions of time by a finite polynomial coefficient matrix P(i,j,n) with less than 200 elements suggests that further study should be made to determine if these P(i,j,n) elements can in turn be approximated by simple functions of the initial conditions. This in turn would suggest the exploration of applying the method to real-time trajectory determination.
Another extension could be to study the determination of a ballistic coefficient curve which is described by a few parameters just as this method has been applied to finding the 6 initial conditions describing a target's trajectory. To obtain a smooth function of the elevation that will bridge over the transition at 4.5 , one could use a linear interpolation formula between I and II for the interval of say, 4° < e < 5°.
The above set of formulas has an error of less than one percent as compared to accurate numerical integration results.
Since the formulas have been derived in terms of the unknown true elevation Y, an iterative procedure has to be used, starting with e in the place of y in the formulas. Two iterations are found to be sufficient. 
